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Passivation of injection lasers with stable insulating films is considered as an inportant

technology for extending operating lifetimes of laser diodes and controlling lasing nodes(1) by

design of insulator filrns(2), irr ror" case, with an additional rnetal filn(s)(4)
Previously reported discrete passivation nethods(5) h"u" a disadvantage because it is

necessary to handle each chip after cleaving a wafer.

In this paper, we report a monolithically passivated DH laser atray by utilizing a selective

directional chemical etching(6)(t) in I H2S04 - lo HZoz - I H20 systen where etched channels are

aligned with [100] direction in order to get the etched side wal1s perpendicular to the surface of

a wafer. The fabricated etched resonator rnirrors are in [fOO] pfanes due to the unique properties

of the selective etching, while the conventional cl.eaved mirrors are in {ttOJ pfanes. We have

perforrned prelininary experinents to get technical data of the seLective directional etching for
(100) GaAs wafers and Ga*A1r_*At - GaAs DH.wafers. Fig.l shows the lateral etching length s, the

etch depth h and the hight of a perpendicular wa1l 1 as a function of etching time in a cross-

section of the etched channel in a case of a (100) GaAs wafer and a DH wafer. The SEM photographs

of the isl.and shaped by the selective directional etching in a case of a GaAs wafer and a DH wafer

are shown in Fig.2 and Fig.3 respectively.
Oblique stripe patterns on the etched (100) side waLl are observed to intersect with the

(100) wafer surface at the angle of about 45o. Judging frorn the orientation of the stripe patterns

on four side walls, the directions of stripes are along the intersection line between a certain
(ltl) plane and the (1.00) nirror pLane. The unevenness of stripe patterns is found rnuch stronger

in the DH wafer than in the GaAs wafer.

In Fig.4 are shown fabrication processes of monolithic passivated stripe geonetry DH jtrnction

laser by this selective etching rnethod. A 1ow ternperature SirNO CVD deposition at 450o C in the

passivation process is perforrned by the enhanced reaction of SiHO and NH, gas flows under the

influence of a electronagnetic field generated by a RF coil.
Fig.5 shows a photograph of the rnonolithic passi"."*"U lasers. Two types of DH wafers shown

in Table I are used in the device fabrication.
Threshold current density Jth *d external differntial quantun efficiency tt p of the fabri-

cated lasers were determined fron the rneasurement by silicon diode detector UDT PIN-10.

Fig.6 is a light output power vs. the excitation current which gives the Lowest threshold

current density about 4.5 kA/crnz anong the fabricated units of type A. Fig.7 shows ernission

spectra of the sane laser as shown in Fig.6 at roon tenperature. Fig.8 shows near field patterns

of the other A type Laser. Table 2 shows exanples of Jan and { O.
tlnits with gold films on the passivated end surfaces, where one end is perfectly reflective

and the other end is senitransparent are under developrnent. The monolithic approach might be also

promissing for the application to the devices using interaction of light beans between semiconduc-

tor Lasers(8) b""".rr" self-alignment of two adjacent lasers is possible.
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6= (GaAs)

r= (D.H)
1= (GaAs)
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Fig.3 SEIvI photograph of the
etched D.H.crystal wafer

A B

p-GaAs L'61 2.2A

p-tJaAlAs r.2 1.6

p-GaAs
(activc layer) 0.2-0. i r0.5

n-GaAlAs 2.3 4.4
n-GaAs
(Substrate)

Table 1 Structure of D.H. wafers

Current D€nsity (KAlcmt)

Fig.6 Characteristics of light
vs. current density

Fig.l Etching rates of GaAs and D.H.wafers

(1) seLective etching

(2) passivation

(5) ohnic electrode

gi0a

pgg.4 Basic processes of the
device fabrication

Fig.2 SEM photograph of the
etched GaAs wafer

Fig.5 Photograph of the fabricated
laser array
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Fig.7 Spectra of the laser
diode at roorn tenperature
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